Purpose of the Study:
To gather information on Modern Learning Environments to assist Maunu School and others who embark on refurbishing and remodelling programmes in their schools.
Background and Rationale:
The Ministry of Education have asked schools to consider Modern Learning Environments as an essential component of any property developments. Consequently, for those of us remodelling or planning new building, it is important to incorporate Modern Learning Environment aspects into whatever we propose.
Methodology:
Twenty-six schools were visited in the North Island with photos being taken of items of interest within the frame of Modern Learning Environments and discussions held with personnel regarding philosophies, funding, etc.
Some ideas to emerge from the visits:
• High levels of visibility from one room to another, including health/sick rooms.
• Shared spaces (whanau rooms)
• Professional Development rooms allowing for o staff rooms to be restful, lounge areas o place for staff to work on CRT's
• Shared office spaces for leadership team, as well as shared offices for teachers
• Furniture on wheels for more flexible use
• In-built shelving/whiteboards universal to all rooms o By building the furniture in, it can be included in 5 YA
• Use of deck areas which can also be sheltered by plastic blinds
• Enclosed cloak bays (ie. clothes, etc. stored in a cupboard with expelair to exterior)
• Hi Tech teaching stations instead of interactive whiteboards
• Wet areas outside teaching areas
• Single toilets and / or windows in toilets to prevent unsatisfactory behaviour
• Taps (in staffrooms) which distribute both boiling water and filtered cold water.
• 
Implications:
It is important for schools contemplating renovations or new buildings to familiarise themselves with ways in which their buildings can meet the requirements of Modern Learning Environments. Architects have varying ways of meeting these requirements and the more we know the more we can utilise the ideas that abound in our schools. However, there is one major limiting factor -MONEY. There is a significant difference between new schools and renovated ones, when it comes to the level at which they can include facets of Modern Learning Environments.
One very interesting implication of a 'Modern Learning Environment' was demonstrated in one school, where a corridor had roller doors at each end thus creating an 'outdoor' space. This has implications for available space within some schools.
Whether schools continue to use libraries in the traditional sense of a library, could have major implications for the use of space within schools.
